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ONLINE COACHING

At the elite edge, We have very little tolerance for BS. so, after much trial, experimentation, 

Development, and Fine-Tuning, we're very proud to present an online personal training program which 

Meets Our standards of excellence. 

we've been inundated with a massive number of requests to offer training online for some time now. For a 

number of reasons, not every individual is capable of working with us in Person. an erratic schedule, 

physical location, and even cost of in-person training may all be limiting factors. however, these positions 

shouldn't prevent anyone from reaching the peak health and physical performance they're entitled to.

due to This demand, we've created a platform that allows us to deliver the same high-quality training 

experience along with the results we're known. our training is now available independent of location and 

easily accessible on your computer or mobile phone, anywhere around the world. And, to top it off, it's now 

also a fraction of the cost of in-person training.  

if you're reading this, you're one of the few who've been invited to join this program. We're excited to offer 

you the chance to experience real, change-producing online coaching.

If you know anything about us, you know that we're about not just about being on the cutting edge; we're 

the ones sharpening it.  we know exactly what it takes to bring you to where you want to be.  If you know 

that you want results and you want to break through past thresholds, the elite edge is for you. it's the 

support, accountability, advanced resources, best practices and coaching you've been looking for. This is 

your chance to get results that stand out and #boycottaverage.
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What sets us apart Is Our results. these results are a product of 4 key factors EmBedded within the heart 

of our online Coaching. 

The Elite Edge Difference

Advanced Resources

Higher Standards

Goal Specific Programming

Accountability

You have the goal. We have the vision and process to get you there. with specific goals And 

clear benchmarks toward reaching them, a laser-focused program can be tailored and 

developed. There are no cookie-cutter programs to be found here.

Part of our job is to show you exactly what you're capable of. We never allow you to sell 

yourself short and will always push you to strive for excellence.

We get it. you're busy. we're here as an accountability partner to keep you on track, Motivated, 

committed and progressing at full speed. The elite Edge is where excuses end and results begin.

our methodology has been rigorously developed through nearly 20 years of research and 

consultation with world-class experts. access to these little-known techniques and 

strategies, through our online learning platform, will help you reach your goals with 

efficiency.
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WHAT'S INCLUDED

An elite edge coach who has smashed through thresholds, plateaus, and personal goals themselves (I.e. 

Someone who walks the walk) will create a fully individualized program and mentor you through the 

process of breaking through your current goals

 Your Goals 

 Custom Workouts   

 Technique Videos 

 ADVANCED Lifestyle & Nutrition AUDIT 

 recipes

 Accountability 

 Results 

Workouts ARE ACCESSED online through The vitruviant App. each workout is impeccably designed with 

incredible detail to help you complete your training with progression and precision. you'll smash 

past your current threshold. 

Access to our Threshold Accelerator members page, where you can get exclusive articles, detailed 

lifestyle and nutrition advice, extensive exercise technique videos and additional support. 

Accountability and support from your coach. questions about your training and what it takes to get

results are answered promptly and with unwavering clarity. leave no stone unturned when it comes to 

achieving the results you desire. 
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WHo's This For?

In Life, you are defined by the opportunities you turn down more than those you accept. 

online training with The Elite Edge is for driven individuals who have distinct health and fitness goals. 

your goals may involve improving your strength, building muscle, burning fat, improving athletic 

performance, changing your health, or some combination thereof. what is important is that they are 

uniquely your goals -  and you have a strong desire to reach them.  

This is not for people who simply want to “exercise”. exercise can be completed on your own, as it has no 

specific goal and does not require expert coaching.  Those looking for exercise are simply turned away and

referred to another babysitter moonlighting as a personal trainer. 

Once again, we have zero tolerance for bs. We are not a government service. we are not money oriented. 

we are excited to guide and help others create real change. we live in a world where nearly everyone 

sleepwalks through their workouts, putting in 3 sets of 10 reps for years on end and still looks and 

performs at average. by joining us, you're making a strong statement, that you too have no tolerance for 

Garbage and Choose to #boycottAverage. 

We know this may scare the majority of applicants away. 

we're for the few. 

that's what makes this program exceptional. 

and we'll do whatever we can to keep it that way.
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WHAT We expect

1 Trust in the process - some of the work we do in month one produces results in month six. Stay with it,

push through impatience and frustration and trust that we are moving you towards the goal at speed.

Changing your body and performance is rarely if ever a linear process; however, don't be surprised when

you experience exponential change.  

2 Don’t go reptile - on our membership page we will give you additional resources that require you to learn

and step outside your comfort zone. In moments of discomfort, keep your eye on the prize - we are on your

side, fighting in your corner to give you what works.  When you know better, you will do better.  

3 Do the work, no matter what - we assume you are busy, we assume you have other commitments but we

also assume you are driven and resourceful. Don’t come to US with excuses, you still have to do the work.

however, we'll make it as efficient as possible so you can walk out the door with results. 

4 Keep in Touch -  we have zero interest in selling you a program. we sell results. since we can't see you on

a regular basis, we expect you to keep in touch on a consistent basis. scheduled check-ins are required.

Additionally, in certain scenarios, we may ask you to video your lifting technique. doing so requires a

working cellphone and the ability to ask someone to film you.  shyness Should Not limit you from progress. 



IT  IS  A SHAME  FOR  A
MAN  TO  GROW  OLD  

WITHOUT  SEEING  THE  
BEAUTY  AND  

STRENGTH  OF  WHICH  
HIS  BODY  IS  
CAPABLE .

 - Socrates


